Biochemical analysis of metastasis-related Ax actin in B16 mouse melanoma cells after chemical reversional modulation and of tumor progression-related A' actin in the ontogeny of human malignant melanoma.
To examine the correlation between tumor metastasis and Ax actin in mouse melanoma and between tumor progression and A'.actin in human melanoma and further to investigate whether or not it is a generally existing principle, we studied the effects of reversion agents, which distinctly decrease metastatic ability of melanoma cells, on the appearance of Ax actin. Will an induced decrease in metastasis of established highly metastatic B16-F10 mouse melanoma cells cause the appearance of Ax actin? We also examined the appearance of A' actin in eight human benign pigment cell tumors and nine human malignant melanoma tissues or cells in relation to tumor progression. In vitro treatment of B16-F10 cells with each of these agents suppressed metastatic ability of the cells injected intravenously into syngenic mice; however, none of the treated cells represented Ax actin in vitro. These results suggest that the appearance of Ax actin may be a result of long-term tumor cell progression leading to changes in gene level, but because the treatments with these agents were only carried out over a short period, they could not effect changes in gene level; thus, Ax actin appearance remained unchanged. Appearance of A' actin was detected only in human benign pigment cell tumors such as nevus cell nevi, but not in malignant melanomas, which were also formed in a long period of tumor progression in vivo. These results suggest that A' actin is a clinically useful marker to determine the prognosis and level of tumor progression of human pigment cell tumors.